Recognizing bilingual knowledge
through biliteracy seals
Learning more than one language may sound difcult, but enrolling your child in bilingual education has many potential benefts.
Bilingual education can help your child succeed in several ways while maintaining your child’s primary language.1 Students who
participate in bilingual education programs perform just as well, or sometimes even better, on reading, writing, and math tests than
students in English-only programs.2,3,4 Two studies show that bilingual education also can help students become more fuent in their
home languages.4,5 Studies show that bilingual programs that include students’ native languages and cultures are associated with
stronger self-esteem, motivation, social skills, and cultural pride.2,4,6

Biliteracy seal: A strategy for recognizing
fuency in multiple languages

 A biliteracy seal is an award in recognition of students who have studied and demonstrated fuency in
listening, speaking, reading, and writing another language in addition to English.7 Forty-three states and
the District of Columbia currently award biliteracy seals, and all of the remaining states plan to award seals
in the future.8
 High school students can earn a biliteracy seal on their diploma when they graduate, and some districts
also ofer seals in elementary and middle school. Receiving a formal seal can motivate students to develop
fuency in another language.8
 Biliteracy seals can reinforce the value of a student’s frst language and culture and recognize your child’s
fuency in their native language if you primarily speak a language other than English at home.9
 Biliteracy seals may help employers and colleges and universities identify bilingual students and
recognize their language skills.10
 One preliminary study fnds that English learners in schools with biliteracy seal programs are more likely
to become profcient in English, especially among Spanish and Mandarin speakers, than English learners
in schools without biliteracy programs.11

Demonstrating biliteracy can help students fnd jobs after graduation,
particularly as the demand for bilingual employees rapidly increases. One
report found that the number of job postings nationwide intended for
bilingual applicants rose from 240,000 in 2010 to 630,000 in 2015.10 A survey
in California found that some employers are more likely to hire bilingual
applicants over similarly qualifed applicants who are not bilingual.12
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